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Ultrasound probe holder

System sunshade and protective jacket

Robust IPX5 waterproof carrying case 

Professional BPU60/L70 ultrasound scanner 
for Animal Science, Backfat, Muscle Scoring

Ruminant & Farm Equipment 

Unique Accessories
Bmv's proprietary probe technology and unique accessories that would enable 
you to provide and expert diagnosis.

Probe Introducer enables fast and accurate diagnosis for an 
optimize on-farm workflow which allows you to provide animals 
with increased safety during diagnosis. This leads to enhanced 
veterinarians confidence and an improved diagnosis experience.

I-Scan® is ideal for BMV ultrasound machines. Every veterinarian 
should own this. You can see the image in bright sunlight or dark 
situations when I-Scan® is worn on your head and allows you to see 
the ultra-sound image in front of your eyes.

Accessories
PRODUCT LINE
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Very light weight and smooth probe holder provides easy handling 
Materia l warms up to body 
temperature very quickly
Slim  design  enables  oocyte  aspiration  in  young  animals  when 
combined with small probe
Op timised needle outlet for recommended needles

IFR™ Probe Introducer 

I-Scan® Ultrasound Goggles

Specific designed linear probe 155 mm / 180 mm long to measure 
back-fat, perimeter and area of loin.
Standooff for measurement of perimeter and area of loin 
This standoff is necessary for full display of loin eye in a transverse 
exploration, to perform the perimeter and area measurement.
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Patient ID/Owner Name: The patient demographic screen is dedicated to the veterinary environment with  fields for the animal’s 
name, species, and breed.

Application Selection: The veterinary application software makes it easy to choose from a list of applications before starting the 
examination. Measurements and Reports: complete veterinary measurement packages including abdominal, cardio-vascular, 
and reproductive gestational calculations provide easy examination documentation.

Wireless and DICOM Connectivity: Access to wireless connectivity, easy networking, printing, and communication with external 
PCs are just one click away.

Image Quality: You can rely on excellent image quality to aid fast and accurate diagnosis with BMV’s system, with any applica-
tion or probe. Wide Range of Dedicated Accessories

GOLDEN SERVICE PROMISE
Education
BMV dedicated to empowering and educating medical & veterinary professionals about ultrasound& surgey technlogy such as 
anaesthesia. We work closely with veterinary, front-line worker, and other clinical educators to produce specialty-specific 
educational content. 
Our in-person and online learning options can help you jumpstart your vet practice with renewed confidence through dedicated 
training.

Warranty And Service
We build durability and reliability into every ultrasound system we make. Which is why in confidence, we offer our industry-lead-
ing BMV 5-Year warranty*, backed up by our outstanding service.

* For particular models, please refer to the contract
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SPECIAL PATENTED 
BMV’S VETERINARY SOFTWARE
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Download and intall APP
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